
Reusable Menstrual Pad
Pattern and Tutorial



Tutorial: 
Print out your pattern. Print actual size, or 100%. You can
confirm you've printed correctly by measuring the small
square. It should measure 1" or 2.54 cm

1.

2. Cut out your paper pattern. You will need two 9 x 12 1/2"
rectangles. One out of topper material one out of your bottom
fabric. 
 
The rectangle in the center of your pattern is your absorbent
core. Either print a second copy and cut out this rectangle, or
measure and cut rectangles. For this example I'm using 3 layers
of terry cloth fabric.



3. Stack your core rectangles together. If you have access to an
iron pressing them can help reduce bulk. 
 
Stitch around the edge of the rectangle so all your layers are
now one piece of fabric. Set aside for now.



4. Trace your paper pattern onto the wrong side of your topper
fabric. 

4. Using your pattern as a guide, pin your core fabric to the
wrong side of the topper. 



5. Using a zig zag stitch carefully sew around the rectangle. Go
slowly to avoid shifting or folding of the fabrics. 

From the right side it will look like this. 



6. Place a your topper and bottom layer large rectangles Right
sides together.

7. Pin your rectangles together. Starting at the tab sew on the
line you traced. You will leave the long end of the tab (where
I'm pointing) open. DO NOT STITCH IT CLOSED. 



8. From the bottom your pad will look like this.

8. Trim all around your pad leaving a small seam allowance.
DO NOT cut your stitching line. 



9. Snip at the curves to help with turning. Be very careful to
not cut into your stitching line.

10. Using the open tab turn your pad right side out. GO SLOW.
carefully alternate pushing fabric through the opening and
tugging from the top. If you go slowly you should not have any
rips. 



10. Using the open tab turn your pad right side out. GO SLOW.
carefully alternate pushing fabric through the opening and
tugging from the top. If you go slowly you should not have any
rips. 
 
When turned it will look like this. You can yse your finger to
push out the wings and edges.



11. Tuck the tab end into the pad. 

12. Stitch all around the edge of the pad. This will stitch the end
closed. 



13. Add snaps, a button, or hook and eye to your wings. 



14. Your pad is complete! Fold the top and bottom toward the
center and snap your wings over the top.


